United Kingdom

The United Kingdom (U.K.) has a notable libertarian tradition, manifested by, among other things, solid guarantees of freedom of expression, freedom of information, and protection of privacy. Nonetheless, over the last few years the country has witnessed a quick shift toward increased surveillance and police measures in both online and physical space. Combating terrorism and preventing child abuse have been widely used by state agencies and private commercial actors (e.g., Internet service providers) to justify the implementation of interception of communications and direct filtering measures in the country, which have drawn growing criticism.

Background

The U.K., consisting of England, Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland, is a constitutional monarchy currently headed by Queen Elizabeth II.1 Previously a colonial power, the U.K. emerged from the World Wars as a leading global financial center and Western democracy.2 As the country is a member of the European Union (EU), the bloc’s law takes precedence over national law, with U.K. courts required to recognize the jurisdiction of the European Court of Justice (ECJ) in matters of EU law.

RESULTS AT A GLANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filtering</th>
<th>No Evidence of Filtering</th>
<th>Suspected Filtering</th>
<th>Selective Filtering</th>
<th>Substantial Filtering</th>
<th>Pervasive Filtering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Political</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict and security</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet tools</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other Factors</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Not Applicable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The U.K. has a vast media network, led by the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), a publicly funded institution,\(^3\) with a mandate to remain independent.\(^4\) Other media institutions in the U.K. also enjoy journalistic freedom and represent a broad spectrum of political ideas.\(^5\) Despite the officially recognized journalistic freedom, there have been reports of journalists being jailed or detained for divulging state secrets.\(^6\) The U.K. is a strong supporter of fundamental human rights and freedoms, including freedom of expression.\(^7\) However, recent developments in U.K. antiterrorism laws, in particular the Terrorism Act (2000) and subsequent legislation in 2005 and 2006, have drawn harsh criticism. Advocacy groups claim that new provisions focused on expanding police powers and allowing communication providers to retain personal data for the purpose of “protecting national security or preventing or detecting crime that relates to national security”\(^8\) are contrary to basic human rights principles.\(^9\)

### Internet in the United Kingdom

Residents of the U.K. currently form the fifth-largest broadband subscriber population in the world.\(^10\) In the U.K., 61 percent of households had Internet access in 2007, with 84 percent of those having a broadband connection.\(^11\) The sector regulator reports that broadband technology is available for practically every U.K. citizen to connect to the Internet.\(^12\) In 2006, 63 percent of adults in the U.K. were estimated to have accessed the Internet within a three-month period.\(^13\) Internet usage is more widespread among the younger generations, with over 90 percent of people aged 16 to 24 accessing the Internet in a three-month period, and only 24 percent of those aged over 65 accessing it during the same period.\(^14\) Most of the users access the Internet from their home location (87 percent).\(^15\) As a result of affordability and enhanced market competition, mobile penetration is very high.\(^16\) However, the percentage of people accessing the Internet with their handsets is surprisingly small (only 3 percent in 2007).\(^17\)
In 2007, there were around 700 Internet service providers (ISPs) in the U.K.\textsuperscript{18} Of the broadband providers, however, Virgin Media and BT (formerly British Telecom) provided services for half of the market;\textsuperscript{19} along with the three next largest providers, they comprise 84 percent of the market.\textsuperscript{20} Broadband service has expanded so significantly in the last four years that it is now more affordable than dial-up service.\textsuperscript{21} Currently, no restrictions exist on the amount of information a user can send and receive when subscribing to broadband service, but it is recognized that network management might be required in the future.\textsuperscript{22}

In December 2008, the majority of ISPs in the U.K. agreed to better inform their customers about Internet connection speeds. This scheme, which would benefit approximately 95 percent of the U.K.’s Internet users, was adopted in response to consumer confusion about advertisements that promised broadband speeds that were largely unattainable.\textsuperscript{23}

**Legal and Regulatory Frameworks**

The telecommunications industries are regulated by the Office of Communications (Ofcom).\textsuperscript{24} Ofcom’s mandate includes, among other duties, the protection of audiences against harmful material, unfairness, and infringements of privacy.\textsuperscript{25} Broadcasting in the U.K. is regulated by the Department for Culture, Media, and Sport (DCMS).\textsuperscript{26} As a member state of the European Union, the U.K. has integrated the bloc’s communication directives into its national law. The European Parliament has recently voted on the new proposals by the European Commission (EC) to reform the telecommunications regulations with the idea of promoting competition on a pan-European level and taking further steps to preserve information security, including controlling spam, spyware, and other malicious software.\textsuperscript{27} Updated regulations are expected to be integrated into national legislation starting in 2010.

In 2000, the EU adopted a proposal concerning, inter alia, the dissemination of child pornography on the Internet.\textsuperscript{28} The notes to the proposal explicitly state that service providers normally will not be held liable for any dissemination, caching, or hosting of child pornography, though they are held liable if they commit illegal acts that benefit the service provider.\textsuperscript{29} This is consistent with broader EU law which states that ISPs acting as “mere conduits” of information are not liable for any illegal information transmitted.\textsuperscript{30} European Union law specifically provides that ISPs are under no obligation to monitor the information they transmit, but they must be able to provide information on its transmission given an appropriate request from the government.\textsuperscript{31}

Though U.K. authorities do not oblige ISPs to monitor the information being transmitted, at least one major ISP, BT, filters child pornography materials.\textsuperscript{32} However, BT stresses that they do not affirmatively search for sites to block, but rather act only upon reports by users and information provided by the Internet Watch Foundation.
The implementation of this filtering practice is known as “CleanFeed.” The IWF, a nonprofit organization based in the U.K. that works with the U.K. government, compiles a list of Web sites it deems illegal and transmits this information to BT and other ISPs. The list compiled by the IWF usually contains 800–1,200 unique and live URLs. In addition to filtering content for child sexual abuse, the IWF also detects and attempts to take down Web sites hosted in the U.K. that promote racial hatred, which are illegal under the Public Order Act 1986.

In 2006, Home Office Minister Vernon Croaker announced that from 2008 onward he expected that all ISPs would block access to child pornography using a “CleanFeed” style system. The announcement also suggested that if the filtering was not done by ISPs on a voluntary basis, Parliament would consider legislative enforcement. At that time, the largest ISPs in Britain, which together provided over 90 percent of all broadband access, all used some sort of filtering system.

The U.K. commissioned a report on child safety on the Internet that was released in March 2008 (the Byron Report). This report recognized that it would not be possible to remove fully all obscene material from the Internet and that any effective control would have to be adopted voluntarily by ISPs. It stated that there was a strong case to block illegal material such as child pornography, though it also recommended that no attempts be made to filter illegal material at the network level. The U.K. government has agreed to implement all the recommendations contained in the Byron Report.

In December 2008, a number of British ISPs blocked a Wikipedia page displaying an image of an album cover from 1976 that portrayed a naked teenage girl. The ISPs made the decision after receiving a warning from the IWF claiming the image may be illegal. Wikipedia users complained that the ISPs blocked not only the image but the entire article; they also noted that the ISPs did not apply the block systematically, as access to commercial sites, such as Amazon.com, that sold the album and displayed its cover image, was still available. Furthermore, the block temporarily prevented users on the affected ISPs from editing Wikipedia. Several days after the block was imposed, the IWF reviewed the case and decided to remove the article from their list of offensive sites, citing the negative effects of the block and the wide availability of the image on other sites.

United Kingdom law requires that information that glorifies or incites terrorism be censored. According to section 3 of the Terrorism Act (2006), once provided with a notice that a Web site may contain terrorism-related content, an ISP may be liable for the content if it does not take every reasonably expected step to block access to the content.

Filtering technologies such as the “CleanFeed” system are criticized for not publicizing the list of filtered Web sites, which could lead to abuses. In addition, because
ISPs and the IWF are not public institutions, they are not subject to judicial review.\textsuperscript{52} Instead, the IWF offers an internal appeal procedure.\textsuperscript{53}

**Internet Surveillance**

The U.K., together with the United States, was ranked as one of the worst offenders against individual privacy rights in the democratic world by Privacy International for 2007.\textsuperscript{54} Among areas of great concern are the estimated 4 million CCTV cameras installed in practically every corner of Britons’ social life.\textsuperscript{55} Based on the EU Data Retention Directive but at times exceeding its scope, the data retention scheme in the U.K. took a significant step forward. There are “hundreds of thousands” of requests from state agencies to communications providers for traffic data.\textsuperscript{56}

In the U.K., the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) is an independent authority with the goal of promoting access to official information and protecting personal information. It is also responsible for enforcing the Data Protection Act 1998 (DPA).\textsuperscript{57} The commissioner has a broad mandate but only minimal enforcement powers.\textsuperscript{58} A new act has been proposed to amend the DPA and give the ICO the authority to impose fines for deliberate data protection breaches.\textsuperscript{59} The ICO reports to Parliament and is sponsored by the Ministry of Justice.\textsuperscript{60} Recently, concerns have arisen over ISPs tracking user activity to customize viewed ads.\textsuperscript{61} The commissioner himself warned in 2004 that the U.K. was in danger of becoming a “surveillance society.” This concern was reiterated in the House of Lords’ February 2009 report entitled “Surveillance: Citizens and the State.”\textsuperscript{62} However, after a review of the situation the ICO noted that as long as users are “informed when a cookie is placed on their computer, given clear and comprehensive information about the purpose of the storage and given the ability to refuse it being placed on the system … there does not appear to be any detriment to users,” and that the developing companies are not in violation of the Data Protection Act 1998.\textsuperscript{63}

The U.K. government’s power to collect communications data is primarily addressed in the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 (RIPA).\textsuperscript{64} Warrants to approve the collection of communication content are issued by the Secretary of State upon proof that the intrusion is necessary and proportionate when balanced with individuals’ privacy interests.\textsuperscript{65} The Secretary of State has broad powers that are loosely regulated.\textsuperscript{66} The collection of noncontent data, including subscriber information, traffic, and location data, can be authorized without a warrant by various public officials.\textsuperscript{67}

As for other electronic surveillance, the Foundation for Information Policy Research notes that even before the events of September 11, 2001, the U.K. was utilizing sophisticated systems for electronic surveillance against crime. The foundation warns that
further “safeguards and democratic oversight” are needed. On May 21, 2008, The Guardian warned of the possibility of a database that records every telephone call, e-mail, and Web site visit made in Britain. On June 9, 2008, the ICO released a statement recognizing the necessity to consider the impact of the development of such tools on individuals’ privacy and the need to minimize unnecessary intrusion. It further recommends that “every possible step ... be taken to ensure public trust in the way that personal information is collected and stored.” Although plans for the database to collect all user information were canceled, the Home Secretary has requested that communications firms record contact between customers, including e-mails, phone calls, and Internet use, as well as visits to social networking sites.

In a different area, expectations of commercial gain due to online advertising have led some of the most important operators in the country (BT, Talk Talk, and Virgin) to use different applications to track the browsing history of their customers. In April 2009, the EU expressed its intent to commence legal actions against the U.K. for allowing this Web-tracking practice, which, according to the EU, would violate privacy laws.

ONI Testing Results

The OpenNet Initiative comprehensively tested three ISPs in the United Kingdom: Easynet, Be, and BT, and did not find any evidence of filtering; however, the U.K. openly blocks child pornography Web sites (which ONI does not test) and has allegedly blocked other sites containing “illegal material.”

Conclusion

Protecting freedom of expression and encouraging tolerance to diverse viewpoints, the U.K. is one of the pioneers in nurturing politically sensitive debates and promoting the use of new technology. Freedom of expression and protection of privacy over the Internet is guaranteed in the law. Nevertheless, motivated by national security concerns, the state has provided for vast surveillance measures over online communications. Moreover, certain filtering and tracking practices do take place. Such practices are sometimes encouraged by the state but most often voluntarily implemented by private operators. The U.K. government, however, has to ensure that blocking practices do not lead to abuse in the absence of external and independent control.
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